MODELING THE CELL CYCLE

Introduction

One of the most exciting areas of current research in cell biology is the cell cycle. Finally, biologists are beginning to understand the mechanism that drives cells through their repetitive cycles of mitosis and cell division. Goldbeter (1991) has constructed a very simple model that reproduces some of the qualitative features of the cell cycle. The model is built around a chain of Michaelis-Menten reactions, and so it will give you an opportunity to investigate the consequences of concatenating simple kinetic schemes. The original reprint is on the course web site.

Model

The protein cyclin is a key ingredient in the cell cycle. Its periodic buildup and breakdown in the cell parallels the cycle, and may actually drive it. When cyclin exceeds a certain threshold it begins to combine with and activate a protein kinase (called CDC2 kinase, not shown) to form a complex called “maturation promoting factor” (MPF), which appears to stimulate mitosis. The CDC2 kinase stimulates degradation of cyclin by activating a protease. Thus the system has a negative feedback: cyclin stimulates its own degradation via MPF and protease. Denote the concentration of cyclin by C, MPF by M, and protease by X. A diagram of the kinetic scheme is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Model for oscillations in C, M, and X.](image)

Here M-P and X-P represent the phosphorylated (inactive) forms of the enzymes. Remembering that the enzymes are conserved: E + E-P = constant, we can write this scheme as a set of conservation equations of the form: Rate of reaction = Gain - Loss, where each term is a Michaelis-Menten hyperbola: Rate = \( V_{max} \frac{C}{K + C} \). For example, the cyclin equation in difference equation notation is:

\[
\frac{dC}{dt} = \text{Synthesis - Degradation}
= -0.025 - v_d X \frac{C}{K_d + C} \frac{k_4 C}{C(0) = 0.01}
\]

Here are the complete set of equations.
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CYCLIN} & \quad \frac{dC}{dt} = \frac{V_{\text{max}} \text{ synthesis}}{K_a + C} - \frac{V_{\text{max}} \text{ protease degradation}}{K_d + C} - \frac{C}{K_d} \text{ spontaneous degradation} \\
\text{MPF} & \quad \frac{dM}{dt} = \frac{V_{\text{max}} \text{ cyclin-stimulated activation}}{K_C + C} \left(1 - \frac{M}{K_1 + (1 - M)}\right) \cdot \text{M-M term in the fraction of inactive MPF} \\
\text{PROTEASE} & \quad \frac{dX}{dt} = \frac{V_{\text{max}} \text{ activation by MPF}}{K_3 + (1 - X)} \left(1 - \frac{X}{K_4 + (1 - X)}\right) \cdot \text{M-M term in the fraction of inactive protease} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Here is a partial table of parameter values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value &amp; Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum velocity of MPF activation</td>
<td>$V_{M1}$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum velocity of MPF inactivation</td>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{M3}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_4$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K_C$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K_i$ (i = 1-4)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M_T$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu_l$</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu_d$</td>
<td>0.25 [M/min]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K_d$</td>
<td>0.02 [M]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$k_d$</td>
<td>0.01 /min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial concentration of cyclin</td>
<td>$C(0)$</td>
<td>0.01 [M]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial concentration of MPF &amp; Protease</td>
<td>$M(0), X(0)$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The actual values of the maximum rates and Michaelis constants of the converter enzymes $E_1$ and $E_2$ are obtained by multiplying $V_{M1}, V_2, K_1, K_2$ by $M_T = 4$ [M]. The parameters for the enzymes are obtained by multiplying $V_{M3}, V_4, K_3, K_4$ by $X_T = 4$ [M].

**Exercises**

1. Fill in the missing entries in Table 1.
2. Use the Fourier Transform button to find the period and frequency
3. Plot the (C, M) phase plane using the parameters in Figure 4 of Goldbeter (1991).

4. Use the Parameter Plot to plot the frequency of oscillations in M vs. \( v_d \). Find the ‘bifurcation point’ where oscillations begin. Verify this by moving the \( v_d \) slider.
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